
with dirty guitars and florid drumming—stands as
Rawls’ best. Unfortunately, the later material comes off
as cornball A.M. radio fodder better suited for the Love
Boat than Soul Train. KEVIN FRIEDMAN

Dabrye
Two/ Three
Ghostly International
Good luck getting your skull around

Dabrye’s beats. Tadd Mullinix (aka Dabrye) masterfully
deconstructs hip-hop on Two/Three, leaving you reeling
in a raw, retro-futuristic vision of all that’s soulful
Detroit.Add beautiful instrumental tracks to those beats
and emcees with names like Beans (Warp, Antipop
Consortium),Vast Aire (Cannibal Ox) and Jay Dee (rest
in peace), and what you get is a dark and emotional,
post-industrial rendering of what you thought hip-hop
was, but instead should be. KENDAH EL-ALI

The Year Of
Slow Days
Morr Music
Electronics mastermind B. Fleischmann and

his Austrian countrymen have arrived to softly storm
eardrums with their experimental conceptual arrange-
ments. Complete with electronics, pianos, drums, vocals,
saxophones, clarinets, guitars, organs, vibraphones, bass—
pause for breath—strings, omnichord and even a choir, the
Year Of come to the table with tricks-aplenty up their vir-
tuoso sleeves.Yet it is the profound sense of minimalism
Fleischmann is known for that makes an impact, as the
eclectic quartet picks and drops instruments, constantly
rejecting formulaic restrictions imposed by the pop music
Gestapo. COLIN STUTZ

Daniel Johnston  
Welcome to My World
High Wire
Even the great state of Texas might not be

big enough for two schizophrenic singer-songwriters, and
with Daniel Johnston cornering the art/music market,
Roky Erickson needs to watch himself. After a year of
highs (the Whitney Museum exhibiting his artwork) and
lows (suffering from lithium poisoning), Johnston is now
cared for by his family, who put out this tour of Daniel’s
work, drawing from the Beatles, Elvis Costello, and the
Beach Boys, and all amateurishly recorded in his wispy,
childlike voice. CATHERINE ADCOCK

Fatboy Slim
The Greatest Hits:
Why Try Harder? 
Astralwerks

Could it be? Are we finally ready for late ’90s nostalgia?
The good old days when Spice Girls captured our hearts
and rave kids wore ridiculously large pants? Sure, one
could argue that Fatboy Slim’s songs are more remem-

bered for the commercials they were in rather than the
albums they were on, but something about this solid
collection of bubblegum beats and inventive samples
makes you want to close your eyes and long for simpler
times when nobody had heard of Al-Qaeda and techno
still had a fighting chance. TODD BERGER

Micah P. Hinson
The Baby & The Satellite
Jade Tree
Those who use the term “prodigy”

loosely should track down their fourth grade talent
show champ for some perspective. While virtuosity is
wasted on the young, Micah Hinson proves that raw
expression ages like good wine. Recorded at age 19,
this prequel EP offers naked sketches of heartbreak that
peel the veneer from youthful love with a minimalism
empty enough for Hinson’s frighteningly wide voice.
Fans may appreciate the deconstructed acoustics but
let’s not dwell on the past. To see what Micah is, try
…The Gospel of Progress.To see what he will be, wait for
new material this fall. MARC SAUSSANT

Deux Process
In Deux Time
Avatar
Jurassic 5’s gone the way of the dino. Black

Eyed Peas sold their beans for a handful of humps. And
as Dilated Peoples rub their foggy third eye for a better
glimpse at the demise of culturally aware happy-hop,
they might catch a glimpse of this D.P., poised to pick up
the slack. The “moderation + persistence” preaching
paints this Colorado threesome as a tad square, but it’s
balanced out by ambitious politics, stylish cadence and
funk-flavored beats. Deux Process know that In Deux
Time, all things come back around. LOUIS VLACH

Ramblin’Jack Elliot
I Stand Alone
Anti
Ramblin’ Jack has been immortalized as a

folk and blues institution, and rightly so. How many
troubadours, other than his protégé Bob Dylan, could
count Woody Guthrie and the Velvet Underground as
friends? In contrast to other aging-hipster releases, I
Stand Alone, with it’s old-codger-sings-the-blues feel,
doesn’t possess the same modern relevance. Yet tracks
like “Engine 143” and “Woody’s Last Ride” are delivered
in a voice carrying the weight of fatigue from hard times
coupled with an appreciation for life in an elegantly
endearing fashion. KEVIN FRIEDMAN

Ladyhawk
Ladyhawk
Jagjaguwar
The Vancouver-based foursome of child-

hood friends called Ladyhawk harbor a heavy blues-

based rock which underlines the Pacific Northwest (i.e.
Pearl Jam, Mudhoney). Recorded in the back of a fac-
tory furniture store, this album repetitively drives
soulful yet haunting vocals over sludgy riffs while occa-
sionally taking it down nice and slow.This must be the
result of deciding to do drugs and live among the lum-
berjacks for awhile with only an amp and an axe. So
that’s where the flannel came from!  DAN FRAZIER

Gram Parsons
The Complete Reprise Sessions
Rhino/Reprise
Here at last is Gram Parson’s shimmering

last will and testament.After recording Exile on Main St.
with the Stones in the South of France, GP returned to
his Chateau Marmont bungalow, reassembled Elvis’s
Vegas band, and united with his musical soul-mate
Emmylou Harris. (How did you spend your summer
vacation?) Previously only available mashed-together on
one disc, his only two solo records GP and Grievous Angel
are now fully Q-Tipped, plus bonus tracks and a bril-
liant additional disc of alternate, stripped-down ver-
sions of his late-career highlights.The sound that Gram
and Emmylou created together is the full realization of
Gram’s “cosmic American music” dream, and an
unquestionable tent-pole of modern pop music, let
alone country. MICHAEL SUTER

Cut Chemist
The Audience’s Listening
Warner
College kids always get pissed off when

the one cool professor goes on sabbatical for the
semester. We all may have been upset about Cut
Chemist’s recent absence as DJ for Jurassic 5 and
Ozomatli, but in his time off, the master turntablist has
created his first solo album. Mirthfully blending hip-
hop beats, Brazilian grooves, samples of how-to
instructions, and so much more, Professor Cut
reminds us why he is the teacher and we are merely
students. TODD BERGER

Joan Jett & the Blackhearts
Sinner
Blackheart
Dude, I looooove rock and roll as much as

the next Guitar Center tech, but I’ll be damned if I’m
going to sit here and listen to some young punk-pop
lovin’, Hot Topic-shoppin’, goth-on-the-schoolyard/
mommy’s-dumpling-at-the-dinner-table wench destroy
the good glam name AC/DC, Gary Glitter and Joan Jett
carved out of the big wheel of cheese that was early ’80s
radio rock. I’d sooner trade in my Steve Vai-autographed
Flying V than—wait…this is Joan Jett? Laaaaaaame.
SCOOTER “AX” MCDOUGAN
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